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Research Question
How can a hardwood framed domestic structure in the Queensland context be designed for both longevity and disassembly? 
In order to reduce the amount of materials going to waste.

Aim
Identify and research previous precedents of timber structures designed for disassembly and identify and research factors 
effecting the durability of lifecycle of Australian hardwood timbers. Through the analysis of these findings suggest typical details 
designed around increasing the service life of the hardwood in a domestic building and suggest details that allow for ease of 
dissasembly. This will then prove a value in the consideration of life cycle analysis in the design of buildings.

Methodology
The identification of a serious issue in the building and construction industry is first to be noted, where by a unilateral approach 
to the construction and demolition of buildings is the current model. This drives demand for the energy intensive process of 
material manufacture, and is continuing to increase the amount of building waste the industry disposes of every year into landfill.  
The method of conducting this research will firstly analyse the inherent qualitites and durability of Australian hardwood timber. 
The vernacular houses of Queensland will inform how the timber responds to local conditions. Previous research around the 
topic will also been drawn on as a gateway into this research. 

The findings from that research will inform an argument based around the durability and ability for hardwood to be reclaimed, 
recycled and reused. The hazards to the logevity of timber as a material will be analysed,  and preventative measures will be 
presented.

An already established body of research raises a discourse based around the disassembly of structures, particurly domestic. 

Current domestic deconstruction process Figure 1
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the thinking of building assembly whilst simultaneously thinking about buidling disassembly leads to a number of potentially 
interesting lines of enquiry. Including a new diagram of building lifecycles based around findings from this research.

Finally a typical detail wall section will be analysed in order to prove the problematic approach that mainstream domestic 
buildings take towards materials. From here a potential domestic wall section will be proposed as a possible introduction into a 
new way of thinking, taking a position on material use.

Background

The Australian Government - Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities, in 2011 released 
a paper titled ‘Construction and Demolition waste guide - Recycling and Re-use across the supply chain’. This was prepared 
for the department by Edge Environment Pty Ltd. Within they identify the large scale impact that the construction industry 
and associated material manufacturers are having a negative environment impact at ever stage of the building process. The 
aim of the guide therefore is to assist in the development of “effective markets for materials diverted or derived from the C&D 
(construction and demolition) waste stream”1. On the case of timber, for the most part their is currently a very low market 
demand for most recovered timber products. However there high value market for quality Australian Hardwood timbers, with 
prices in excess of $1000/m3. The difficulty in order to recover this timber means that the volume recovered is quite low. 
Edge Environment recognises “A barrier to growing the reuse of market is the increasing mechanisation of demolition works 
(primarily due to time pressures and occupational health and safety requirements), which makes it more difficult for salvage 
operations to take place, and increases the potential for high-value timbers to be damaged”1. The body of research conducted 
here is an attempt to propose a new way of thinking around architecture and building design, to foster a value in designing for 
disassembly, rather than demolition. John Winter comments “We are not good at designing for time and the changes that come 
with time. The structure of our profession is organised around a big bang approach to our clients’ needs, not gently advising 
over the years like doctors or accountants”2. The life cycle of buildings are, for the most part not currently being considered in 
architectural discourse. 

A life cycle of any given building is dependent upon the structures components, in some cases when these components 
break or reach the end of their functional lives they are able to be easily replaced without effecting any other components of 
a building, a light bulb for example. However critical components and critical structural components such as structural timber 
members typically require partial demolition of the building in order to be replaced. Further in some cases it becomes infeasible 
economically to partially demolish and replace a number of components, so in which case the building will be completely 
demolished. Between 2013 and 2018 the Brisbane City council approved 139 pre-1946 timber dwellings to be completely 
demolished in the suburbs of Brisbane. The city council’s planning chairman, Matthew Bourke said that pre-1946 houses are 
able to be approved for demolition “where they are found to be structurally unsafe and unable to be repaired”3.

This research recognises the fact that all buildings are ephemeral, but will argue that most building materials have a durability 
that allows them to be used over and over again in several buildings.
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Findings

The Queensland house

A vernacular building is that which can be described as indigenous or traditional to a region, having been constructed with 
directly available building materials in response to the local climate and needs of the occupant. Ray Kerkhove and Cathy Keys 
raise the idea that the bush or bark huts of the early colonial settlers in Australia were influenced by an indigenous building 
practice, where large sheets of bark, stripped from trees were used as shelter4. By the mid-19th century however, the European 
response to the vernacular, particularly in Queensland was constructed of timber and iron5. Out of all the states and territories in 
Australia, the houses of Queensland are perhaps the closest to the creation of native indigenous style6. This can be seen as the 
classic ‘Queenslander’ style, that is perhaps the most recognisable building type in Australia to date (Figure 3). The Queensland 
house is that which is constructed on an elevated platform to deal with the hilly and frequently flooded terrain of Brisbane, and 
sheltered by a large sheltering tin roof7. Typically they were wrapped around all four sides with a generous verandah roof to 
shade the building from the sub tropical sun, to shelter the building from driving rain and to protect the primary structure from 
the effects of weathering. The approach the Queensland house took to this region has number of advantages, but probably the 
most noteworthy for this body of research is ability for the lightweight timber frame to be assembled and disassembled, and 
transported as a whole building to another site. 

During a previous Master of Architecture research course with the University of Queensland (ARCH7072 -  Materials and 
Making) coordinated by Dr Catherine Keys, the recyclability of Australian hardwood timbers from a 1940’s Queensland house 
was explored. After an unfortunate partial demolition of the original 1942 Farmhouse of the suburb of Eatons Hill (Figure 4), 
lengths of hardwood timber waste were reclaimed that would otherwise been dumped into the site skip bin. It was found 
through making and playing with 80 year old hardwood timbers, the incredible durability the material provides. This was then 
constructed into a self supporting timber screen in order to prove the value of the timber that would otherwise of ended up in 
landfill (Figure 5). The lifespan of the material was therefore extended, and the lifespan of building materials in construction was 
better understood.

Figure 3 Figure 4

Figure 5

Queensland House 1942 Farmhouse

Self supporting recycled hardwood screen
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Durability of Australian Hardwood Timbers

Philip Cox and John Freeland speak on the rich history timber has had on building Australia in there book ‘Rude Timber 
Buildings in Australia “they are made of a material with which everyone has a deep-rooted harmony, because they are put 
together in ways that are easily understood and because their forms are readily comprehended, they are universal buildings 
whose roughness and even whose frequent dilapidation give them a powerful emotional appeal and impact. They are buildings 
to be felt rather than reasoned”8. 

The durability of any material and the expected lifespan of any material, are all important aspects that should be considered 
during the design of buildings. In simple terms the role of the architect is to specify what material a building is to be constructed 
of, where it will be used, how it will be used and how will it be fixed to other materials. Through this process the architect can 
then make a reasonable prediction of the buildings lifespan. A estimate of the average lifespan of domestic building in Australia 
by CRC for Greenhouse Accounting is 44 years9. Ximenes, Kapambwe and Keenan uncovered through there research into 
the longevity of domestic dwellings in Australia, the main reasons these buildings reach the end of there life. Stated, “The 
primary reasons for demolition included site redevelopment (58%), the building ceasing to reach owners requirements (28%), 
the dwelling becoming unserviceable (8%), and for other reasons such as damage by fire, storms, etc (6%). Few dwellings were 
demolished due to the failure or decay of wood products. Most buildings were demolished for reasons other than the state of 
the structural systems”10. Therefore in almost all cases of domestic demolition the timber or wood products were still sound 
after 44 years or longer.

The National Association of Forest Industries (NAFI) identify a number of hazards that directly effect the project lifespan of a 
timber member. Outlined in Table 1 below.

Table 1

Hazard

Weathering 

Insect attack

Chemical degradation

Corrosion

Marine organisms

Fire

Mechanical
degradation

Caused by

Rain (wetting and drying)
Sun (ultraviolet radiation)
Freezing 

Termites
Lyctine beetles
Anobiid borers 

Fungal attack Moulds
Rot fungi 

Exposure to chemicals present in other building
typologies 

Contact to corrosive fixings 

Molluscs
Crustaceans 

Bushfire
House fire

High mechanical stresses

Methods of protection

-Application and maintenance of finishes
 -paints
 -stains
 -water repellants
 -preservatives

-Eliminate cracks in concrete slabs and foundations
-Minimise soil and garden contact to building
-Use termite barriers and regularly inspects

-Eliminate timber contacting water
-Use appropriate durability rating for specified use
-Use preservative treatments
 -boron compounds
 -light organic solvents
 -copper chrome arsenate (water-borne)
 -Creosote (oil-borne

-Use non corrosive metal fixings
-Countersink and plug fasteners
-Seperate fasteners from CCA treated timber with another material (rubber
washer)

N/A

N/A

Fire resistance

Design considerations needed where timber is heavily trafficked

Layer Life span (years)

Site
Structure
Skin
Services
Space plan
Stuff

Eternal
30-300
20
7-15
3-30
Daily
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Designing for disassembly

The discussion based around the lifecycle of a building tends to lead to the thinking of the building as a single object on a site. 
This leads one to perceive the building as one whole that is “designed, constructed, used, and then disposed of as complete 
entities”12. However when understanding the assembly of a building its becomes thought of as a large number of parts or layers 
that make up the whole. Layers and parts that are assembled in particular and specified ways to make the building. The parts of 
the Queensland house can be understood as timber and tin, put together as a number of small pieces to make the whole house.  
This line of thinking of building assembly becomes problematic when the assemblage of materials becomes unidirectional, that 
is to only think of a material as serving one purpose over it’s lifecycle, and once that service is complete, the material becomes 
useless and is disposed of. However a thinking of any material in terms of assembly and disassembly simultaneously, leads 
to the thinking of that material being able to perform a number uses over it’s functional life cycle. John Habraken, identifies a 
building as that which has two distinct layers13. The first being the structure, that in a timber context is constructed as a frame, 
this has a long functional lifecycle as it is typically well protect from environmental factors. The second layer is the space 
making elements, that are able to be moved, removed and replaced over time without compromising the structural frame. 
Assuming the long lifecycle of a timber structural frame, a building such as one Habraken identifies can change over time and 
be disassembled to replace components that have a shorter life expectancy.

The idea that a building is constructed using many different materials and assembled in a way that recognises the particular 
service lives of different parts, was one in which was explored in the 1960’s by various architects. The metabolism architectural 
movement in Japan during this time sought to begin a line of thinking about buildings and cities as emulating a living being. 
Architects including Kisho Kurokawa “believed that cities and buildings are not static entities, but are ever-changing”14. The 
architecture is that which has cellular type parts, that can be removed and replaced when the lifecycle of that component or 
material is over.  In ‘Project Japan, Metabolism Talks’, Rem Koolhaas states “Once you’re interested in how things evolve, you 
have a  kind of never changing perspective, because it means you’re interested in articulating the evolution”15. The architecture 
therefore is constantly being pulled apart and reassembled, juxtaposing a conventional building that is constructed and 
demolished, adding to a cycle of construction-demolition.

‘How Buildings Learn - What happens After They’re built’ was a book written in 1994 by Stewart Brand, an American writer. He 
was particularly interested in the evolution of buildings over time, and broke the understanding of buildings down into a number 
of built layers, each with different life spans. Questions were asked in this book such as; how do different owners adapt spaces? 
How are buildings able to facilitate to the changing requirements over periods of time? The layers Brand identifies are set out in 
Table 2, each layer exists as a part of the building for a certain amount of time. Brand argues the benefits of designing buildings 
in a layered arrangement that allows for disassembly, and adaption over the life of the building16. The life span of layers that 
were proposed in this book, were based off an American context, so the figures would change depending on the location of the 
building, the materials used, how well the materials are protected from weather. Australian hardwood timber is capable of lasting 
40+ years as an external building skin11. 

It could be argued however that the materials used in a layer such as ‘space plan’ could be disassembled and reassembled in 
various ways. Meaning that the lifespan of any particular spatial arrangement may only last ‘3-30 years’ but the material is able 
to last a great deal longer. 
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Table 2Stewart Brand’s buildng layers



Figure 5 - by author, based on ideas set out in source 12
Table 3 - by author, based on ideas set out in source 12

Life cycles

Set out below are two material lifecycles that can occur in the construction industry. The unilateral construction material 
approach is the common practice in today’s economy.

Natural
resource
extraction

Processing into
a material
product

Onsite
assemblage of
material

Building use
(building life)

Demolition Material
dumped

Natural
resource
extraction

Processing into
a material
product

Onsite
assemblage of
material

Building use
(building life)

Onsite
disassemblage
of material

Unilateral construction material approach

Disassembly construction material approach

Whole building relocation

Material reuse

Material reprocessing into new product

Current involvement of Architect

Proposed involvement of Architect

10 Principles of assembly/ disassembly

1. Specify and use recyclable materials and
where possible materials that are recycled

to further add to supply and demand of recycled materials, always use materials that are
anticipated to have a use after the building has been disassembled.

2. Do not use permanent material binding
agents such as adhesives

where two materials are permanently bound together, both materials therefore only have the
single service life and become useless after disassembly.

3. Use mechanical fixings that can be pulled
apart and put back together again

nuts and bolts can be easily  removed from a material without damaging itself or the host
material, nails however typically can only be used once and risk extensive damage when
being removed.

4. Following engineers specifications limit
the number of fixing holes through materials

nuts and bolts can be easily  removed from a material without damaging itself or the host
material, nails however typically can only be used once and risk extensive damage when
being removed.

5. Attempt to keep building simple and
minimal, structure set out on a grid where
possible

the more complex a building is to construct, the more difficult it becomes to deconstruct and
disassemble whilst avoiding damage to materials, leading to it not being economically viable
to disassemble.

6. Systematically label materials document and label all materials within the building, include date of install, expected service
life, etc.

7. Where possible seperate structural
elements from non-structural elements

seperate critical structural elements from other elements that are likely to be disassembled
prior to structure.

8. Allow inspection access to all
components in the building

design the building to allow inspection to all fixings and elements

9. Use lightweight materials allow for building to be assembled and disassembled by hand on site

10. Leave services exposed allow for building to be assembled and disassembled by hand on site

Table 3

Figure 5

Principles of disassembly

The principles for disassembly set out here are one of many that can be adopted for a range of different materials. These 
principles here are based off the workability, opportunities and constraints of Australian hardwood timber.



Typical domestic brick veneer wall section

1:10 @ A4

Colorbond corrugated sheet roofing
Fixed to roof battens using hex
head roofing screws

Roof sarking
Stapled to roof battens

Fascia board
Nailed into rafter & soffit bearer

Treated pine Roof battens
Nailed to rafters @900 cts.

Quad gutter
Fixed into fascia board & soffit
bearer using quad gutter clips
& large gutter spike

4.5mm FC soffit
Nailed into treated pine soffit
bearer

70x35 Treated pine rafters &
associated roof structure
Nail fixed to wall frame using
triple grips

Window frame
Screw fixed into timber frame
and flashed and
weatherproofed accordingly

PVC downpipe (dashed)
Glued together on site and
fixed to wall using clips and
masonry anchors

External brick wall
Assembled of site using mortar
to bind bricks together

Gal. steels wall ties
Nailed into timber stud frame

and embedded into mortar

External timber slab
Fixed into footing with
reinforcing starter bar

4mm gravel sand
As base for concrete slab

3/4" Poly pipe water main
Installed through timber stud

wall frame

PVC electrical conduit
Installed through timber stud

wall frame

100x25 profiled MDF skirting
Nailed to stud frame

Floor covering
 Glue to concrete slab

70x35 treated pine stud frame
Members nail fixed to one
another

10mm Plasterboard wall
Glued using to Acrylic adhesive

to stud frame and nailed to studs

Profiled MDF cornices
Nailed through plasterboard in to

treated pine stud fram

10mm Plasterboard ceiling
Glued using to Acrylic adhesive

to stud frame and nailed to studs

PVC electrical conduit
Installed through timber stud

ceiling frame

Flashing
Sheet metal screw fixed into

treated pine stud frame

Concrete footing

Figure 6Typical domestic brick veneer wall section 
1:10 @ A4
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1. Colorbond corrugated sheet roofing
Fixed to roof battens using hex head roof screws

2. Grey Ironbark rafter
Sizing dependent upon engineers specifications. Back cut to reduce exposure

3. Aluminium sheet cladding
Cladding fixed to structural frame using stainless steel (316) screws

4. Custom profiled aluminium gutter

5. Custom gutter bracket
Galvanised steel fixed to rafter and external post

6. Grey Ironbark post
Bolt fixed into custom bracket at bottom, bolt fixed to rafter at top

7. Spotted Gum decking
16mm deck boards screw fixed to joists

8. Custom galvanised steel bracket
to protect end grain of bearers and posts, and to assist in bolt fixing elements (see axo below)

9. Grey Ironbark joist
Sizing to engineers specifications, bolt fixed to galvanised 30x5.0EA

10. 30x5.0EA Galvanised

11. Grey Ironbark bearer
Sizing to engineers specifications, bolt fixed to galvanised 30x5.0EA. Supported atop 13

12. Galvanised steel seat to support 13

13. Hardwood stump
Sizing to engineers specifications, potential to be recycled power pole

14. Galvanised steel tie-downs
Bolted through internal and external bearers

15. Termite cap
To be regularly inspected

16. Internal plywood wall sheet
Screw fixed to 17

17. 25x25 spotted gum frame to support 16
Fixed back to 18 to allow for structural inspection

18. Wall structure
spotted gum wall frame, sizing to engineers specification

Legend



Conclusions

The current construction practice that sees the assembly of materials and components as unidirectional with an end goal of 
producing a final building. This researches proposes that the construction industry could do more in understanding materials 
and there lifecycle over a period that extends beyond a finished new building. Through the better understanding of a particular 
material it is possible to understand the durability and the ability for the material to serve a number of functions over its lifetime 
is understood. A thinking of a design process of assembly and disassembly simultaneously, promotes the discourse around 
material resuse. Looking at the 2 wall sections, one can understand that in the conventional section nearly no materials can be 
salvaged from the building due to the way the building is constructed. However in the proposed wall section, close to 100% of 
the materials could be salvaged and repurposed. 

“A barrier to growing the reuse of market is the increasing mechanisation of demolition works (primarily due to time pressures and 
occupational health and safety requirements), which makes it more difficult for salvage operations to take place, and increases 
the potential for high-value timbers to be damaged”1

This research hopes to propose a new way of thinking about the construction industry through the lense of materials lifespans, 
in order to reduce natural resource extraction and reduce the amount of building waste going into landfill.
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